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Electronic Publishing: Research Issues 
for Academic Librarians and Users 
CAROLTENOPIR 
ABSTRACT 
INCREASED RELIANCE ON ELECTRONIC RESOURCES requires examination 
of the roles of librarians in several key ways. This paper addresses the need 
for further research into three important areas of electronic publishing. 
How is the change to digtal information sources af€ecting the scholarly work 
of college and university students? Previous research shows that students 
rely on Web and online resources and ask for less help from librarians. We 
do not know, however, how these changes will affect the learning and schol- 
arly work of college and university students. Research is also needed to 
determine how the differences between separate article and full journal 
databases affect the way research is done. What are the implications for 
scholarship of decisions being made about what publishers publish and 
what librarians purchase? Finally, are librarians-as intermediaries to the 
search process-still necessary in a digital age? Online systems are designed 
to be used independendy but that may not always yield the best results. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the rush to a digital information world we rarely pause to consider 
the long-term effects on libraries, scholars, and students. Even more rarely 
considered are the long-term effects that changes in the media of scholar- 
ly communication may have on learning and understanding of content. 
Marshall McLuhan (1964) understood the relationship between variations 
in media and meaning over time and the impacts of these variations on 
society when he famously declared that the “medium is the message.” 
McLuhan was concerned mostly with television, radio, and mass me- 
dia, rather than with scholarly information sources. It is difficult to know if 
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such concerns are valid for the materials that academic libraries empha- 
size-scholarly research reports, journals, and other reference and infor- 
mation resources that are used for finding information rather than for 
entertainment or news. If the same scholarly information is available in both 
printed and digital form, are there differences in how it is used and under- 
stood? Or, does the content stand separate from the medium through which 
it is delivered? How can librarians and other information professionals apply 
their knowledge about how scholarly materials are organized and used to 
help people make the most of the information available to them? 
Many research questions can be posed concerning this general issue, 
including: 
How does the medium of information affect people’s preferences, un- 
derstanding, and use of the content? 
Do people seek for, understand, and use information delivered in digi- 
tal form differently from that delivered on paper? 
Does the medium of information resources used make a difference in 
the new knowledge people create from these information resources? 
How does a library’s choice of format for information products affect 
the library users? 
These very broad questions need to be answered in the coming decade as 
libraries continue to move to digital services, but to answer such general 
questions, many more specific research questions must be addressed. This 
article explores three of the specific research questions that are critical to 
the delivery of effective library service to students and scholars. 
1. 	Medium and Student Work: How is the change to digital information 
sources affecting the scholarly work of college and university students? 
2. 	 New Models for Scholarly Journals: When libraries select electronic jour- 
nals, how do the products offered to them or the models they choose 
(such as a database of separate papers rather than ajournal issue mod- 
el) influence scholarship and the way journals are used? 
3. 	Librarians as Intermediaries: Are librarians-as intermediaries to the 
search process-still necessary in a digital age? What do human infor- 
mation professionals bring to the online research process that cannot 
be adequately duplicated online? 
QUESTION ONE:MEDIUMAND STUDENTWORK-
How Is THECHANGETO DIGITALINFORMATIONSOURCES 
AFFECTING THE SCHOLARLY ANDWORKOF COLLEGE 
UNIVERSITYSTUDENTS? 
This includes several subquestions, including: Are there differences in 
citing patterns, quality of work, and the research process? When faculty 
assign papers that require students to use the recorded knowledge, what 
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do they expect and how has this changed? How can educators and librari- 
ans influence students’ work in a positive way? 
Why This Question Is Important 
It is unclear how the move from paper-based library collections to dig- 
ital collections is affecting scholarly work. In the past when faculty assigned 
research papers to their students, the expectations of what types of sources 
would be used and the role of librarians in providing access to these sources 
were fairly clear. Today, there is much more variety in media and sources 
available to students and students often do their research without setting 
foot in a library. Libraries purchase electronic resources and students ac- 
cess the resources from their dormitories, homes, or offices. Students may 
not seek help from librarians, either because they have confidence in their 
online searching skills or because they no longer come to the libraries and 
librarians are “out of sight, out of mind.” 
Librarians have always been concerned that college students demon- 
strate basic information literacy skills, but in today’s virtual library environ- 
ments teaching these skills may be more important (and less controllable) 
than ever. In 2000 the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) 
adopted competency standards for information literacy that recommend: 
students must be able to articulate information needs, know how to search 
for and access information resources, and effectively use the information 
they find (http://www.ala.org/acrl/standardlo.html).Librarians face new 
challenges in reaching students who only access library resources online and 
have grown up with the Web. It is difficult to make sure that such students 
know how to select appropriate resources, evaluate the quality of what they 
select, and use these resources well regardless of format or medium. 
Academic librarians and faculty members would likely agree that most 
college students today prefer digital resources to print resources. Even 
within the realm of digital resources, a majority of undergraduate students 
seem to choose Web sites or digital resources that include the full text 
often without regard to how appropriate the source is for their assign- 
ment. The impact of this is not yet known, but several aspects of this is- 
sue need to be studied. 
Librarians need to know more about how students make decisions re- 
garding what information sources they use for their class assignments, in 
order to design better library instruction programs and so librarians can 
work more effectively with faculty and with students. If these decisions are 
based more on the convenience of electronic full texts or affinity for the 
Web, we need to understand how the change to digital information sources 
is affecting the scholarly work of college and university students. The prev- 
alence of electronic resources is likely causing changes in students’ citing 
patterns and may be even changing the quality of work and the research 
process. Ultimately, understanding these changes in the work habits of 
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undergraduate students may help educators and librarians influence stu- 
dents’ work in a positive way. 
Previous Work 
Student Preferences. In the late 199Os, Tenopir (1999) and Tenopir & 
Read (2000) recorded academic librarians’ observations of online use 
among students in all types and sizes of colleges and universities. These 
surveys found that appropriate content, recommendations from trusted 
people, and ease-of-use are all believed to be important factors that in- 
fluence which research online resources are selected by students. The one 
factor, however, that was found to be most important was the availability of 
the full text. (In fact, availability of full text was mentioned by almost all 
respondents from every size of library.) According to one librarian from a 
small college: “Students expect to see the full article pop out. Also, full-text 
greatly enhances our own,small collection.” Another respondent explained, 
“The concept of one-stop information shopping is an important factor in 
using any electronic information resource” (Tenopir, 1999). 
Full text often overrides all other preference factors, in particular for 
undergraduate students. Librarians who have faith in users to pick the best 
content sometimes change their opinion when full text is the issue, and, 
increasingly, notjust any full-textwill do. One librarian summarized the new 
expectations: “End users want full text; preferably with graphics and they 
want it delivered over a Web interface that provides the flexibility for a va- 
riety of output and access options” (Tenopir, 1999, p. 38). 
When more than one full-text database is available, students may choose 
the resource that is best suited to their research needs, although conve- 
nience and recommendations by peers, instructors, and librarians are in- 
fluential. Librarians reported in the Tenopir survey that when products are 
recommended specifically by their instructors or by librarians, students 
generally use them. 
Faculty Concerns. Many university faculty are concerned that students 
choose the convenience of full-text digital resources (and in particular, free 
Web sites) without regard to quality or appropriateness for their tasks. One 
recent study (Herring, 2000) found that although faculty respondents feel 
positive about the Web, they expressed concerns about their students’ ability 
to evaluate Internet resources and questioned the accuracy and reliability 
of Web resources. Rothenberg attributed a decline in the quality of student 
term papers-both in quality of writing and originality of thought-to re-
liance on the Web for research. In a recent survey of academic research 
libraries (Tenopir & Ennis, 2001, 2002) one respondent commented that 
“more and more faculty are unhappy with the Internet resources their stu- 
dents are using and have come to the librarians to help instruct students 
on reliable resources” (p. 270). 
Some students may not be aware of the need to carefully evaluate Web 
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and other full text sources. Grimes & Boening (2001) found that students 
are using Web resources in English composition assignments without eval- 
uating the quality and reliability of the sources, contrary to the expectations 
of their professors. 
Preference for resources that are convenient and familiar is natural, of 
course. Not all faculty, and certainly not all students agree that the Web has 
had a negative effect on student work. McBride & Dickstein (1998) saw no 
decline in quality of student writing in Women’s Studies at the University 
of Arizona, even though the Web was used more often for research. A 1998 
survey by librarians at Duke University found that 20 percent of undergrad- 
uate students interviewed felt the Web had a positive effect on their work, 
while another 40 percent felt the Web made a difference to the quality of 
their work. Over half identified the Web as a time saver (Lubans, 1998). 
D’Esposito & Gardner (1999) found that undergraduate students are 
aware that quality is an important factor to consider when selecting Web 
resources to use for schoolwork. Students in their study reported that gov- 
ernment, educational, and reputable business sites are the most reliable. 
Undergraduate students studied by Wei He &Jacobson (1996) felt strong- 
ly that the Internet was useful for research and seeking information. 
iWotiuation. Motivations of students who use the Web were studied by 
KO (2000) from the perspective of media uses and gratification. KO (2000) 
found that students with higher motivation tended to go more to informa- 
tional sites (in contrast to recreational or social sites), but she did not ex- 
amine the quality or accuracy of the informational sites they visited. Dug- 
gan et al. (1999) asked students to self-judge “valuable educational” Web 
sites. They found that students who keep track of these sites have a more 
favorable attitude about using the Web for class assignments. Many of these 
studies imply that, contrary to faculty belief as measured in other studies, 
some students are aware of the need to judge quality of Web sites. The prob- 
lem may simply be that they do not know how to do so. Instruction by li- 
brarians on how to evaluate topical Web sites and integrate them into classes 
may help solve this problem. 
It is not surprising that peoples’ motivation levels influence how much 
effort they put into a task and how long they stick with it. It has been well 
demonstrated that motivation plays a role in what medium users select (Lin, 
1999). The use of digital research materials is no exception, whether the 
searchers are students, scholars, or scientists. 
Research by Nahl & Tenopir (1996) and Tenopir, Nahl-Jakobovits, and 
Howard (1991) found that time spent online and search strategies varied 
if faculty or university students were searching for personal or for work- 
related purposes. More highly motivated users spent more time on a search 
and made more changes to their search strategies. Wildemuth et al. (1992) 
found that the search moves used by medical students varied with motiva- 
tion (or what they called “search stimulus”). 
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Motivation also plays a factor in what resources are selected. KO (2000) 
discovered that when users are motivated to use the Web by the need to 
learn new things or to solve problems (considered by KOas “information” 
motivations) they are more likely to visit “personal identity” and informa- 
tional Web sites. Users who are online a lot are more likely to visit informa- 
tional Web sites. 
Librarians and Recommendations. Librarians are making adjustments to 
student preferences for the Web. One librarian responded to the Tenopir 
and Ennis survey: “we have found in the last couple of years that too many 
students, because they know how to use the Web are using only the Web 
itself to find materials for their assignments, rather than trying the period- 
ical indexes that we offer via the Web. We’ve had to change our instruction 
efforts to address this problem. We don’t discourage them from searching 
the Web for material on their subject in addition to using the indexes, but 
we talk a lot about the quality of what they find on the Web-the quality 
and the provenance” (Tenopir & Ennis, 2002, pp. 270-71). 
A librarian’s recommendation is believed by most academic librarians 
to be very important, although in most libraries trying to reach a large pro- 
portion of students and faculty is a constant effort. A database demonstrat- 
ed in instruction classes or English 101 will be selected if students remem- 
ber it when they need information. For those students who are motivated 
enough to ask at the reference desk, the recommendation of a specific 
source is believed to be very influential. Tenopir (1999) found that one li- 
brary saw its usage statistics triple for a particular online system when they 
introduced a separate instruction class and promoted its use with faculty. 
Recommendations of relevant sources may be most important the first 
time a student has to choose a database. After that, familiarity often takes 
over. If students have had success in a previous use, they are likely to select 
the same source again, even if “its use in this instance may or may not be 
appropriate” (according to a small college librarian.) Positive encounters are 
influential. “If their initial instruction and usage has been successful, I feel 
they keep returning to what is familiar,” says another (Tenopir, 1999, p. 38). 
Changes in Citing Puttms. Although there are many opinions among 
faculty and librarians, only a few researchers have studied what impact these 
choices have had on scholarship, whether positive or negative. Further re- 
search on this topic will help librarians make better collection development 
choices and will help faculty and librarians design optimal information 
instruction courses. Philip Davis at Cornell University is one of the few to 
study changes in the citing behavior of students over time (Davis, 2002a; 
Davis & Cohen, 2001). 
Davis and Cohen (2001)found a significant decrease in the frequency 
of citing scholarly resources in microeconomics undergraduate term papers 
from 1996 to 1999. Scholarly materials are cited less often and nonscholar- 
ly materials such as newspaper articles and Web sites are cited more. The 
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prevalence of newspaper article citations can almost certainly be attribut- 
ed to the widespread availability of full text newspaper databases such as 
ProQuest or LexisNexis Academic Universe through university libraries. 
The Web may be used from home or on campus. Disturbingly, Davis and 
Cohen found that approximately only one-half of the URLs cited in student 
papers led to the correct Web site. An update to this research found that 
the number of citations to Web sites and newspaper articles in undergrad- 
uate term papers continued to increase in 2000, but papers submitted elec- 
tronically had a higher percentage of correct URLs (Davis, 2002a). 
Resenrch Methods Fvr Studying These Questions 
The importance of‘changes in what research sources are being used 
and cited is still difficult to judge. Davis (2002a) found no significant rela- 
tionship “between grade and total number of citations, number of Web 
citations, number of scholarly citations, or number of non-scholarly cita- 
tions” (p. 58).Further research is needed to examine the intellectual prod- 
ucts created by students and their performance in relationship to the re- 
sources used. 
Studying student preferences and faculty concerns answers only a small 
part of this important question. Librarians and faculty members can guide 
students to high quality resources in digital formats as well as in print. More 
important, but more difficult to understand, is how the inherent proper- 
ties of a medium influence the learning process (if at all). 
Most of the concerns by faculty and libraries are related to the quality 
and appropriateness of’the content of digital resources used by students. 
Quality of content is likely independent of the medium, but undergradu- 
ate students may be willing to accept online sources without question. In- 
creased emphasis on teaching evaluation skills, library created portals to 
authoritative Web sites, and stricter citation guidelines in class assignments 
are recommended by Davis and Cohen (2001) to help solve this problem 
in the future. 
If such suggestions are followed, they should be tested to see if the 
problem truly lies in the quality of student work or in faculty perceptions 
of what citations are likely to lead to quality information. Further studies 
that look at the link between what is cited and the quality of scholarly out- 
put will help reveal if a problem truly exists. Academic librarians should 
work with teaching faculty to conduct such controlled studies. 
A related research area is to test the effectiveness of user instruction 
that emphasizes Web site evaluation. Other than course requirements, what 
truly motivates undergraduate researchers? Is instruction in evaluation 
methods truly effective or is a more prescribed approach to acceptable 
resources in assignments necessary? Will student achievement increase af- 
ter such instruction? 
Finally, the larger issue of medium and understanding needs more re- 
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search in the scholarly domain, outside of the world of mass media. The Web 
combines components of mass media with a wealth of scholarly materials 
making interdisciplinary research appropriate. The work of communications 
research and information science research dovetails well in this research area. 
QUESTION Two: NEWMODELS JOURNALS-FOR SCHOLARLY 
WHENLIBRARIESELECT JOURNALS,ELECTRONIC 
How Do THE PRODUCTSOFFERED OR THETO THEM 
DELIVERYMODELSTHEYCHOOSEINFLUENCE 
SCHOLARSHIP JOURNALS AREUSED?AND THE WAY 
Why This Question Is Important 
Faculty are concerned about what resources students use and cite be- 
cause there is a long tradition of high quality being associated with peer- 
reviewed, scholarlyjournals. Scholarlyjournals provide scholars with a way 
to convey their own research findings and to keep up with what others are 
doing in their disciplines. Peer review provides a quality assurance mecha- 
nism. The structure of traditional journals has evolved to provide a forum 
for research, events, and controversies in each discipline. Through such 
devices as topic issues (bundling related articles on a topic into a single is- 
sue), letters-to-the-editor, book reviews, and editorials, journals have evolved 
to provide more to a discipline that just a body of individual research arti- 
cles. It can be argued that a journal with a large following in its field, such 
asJournal of the Amemcan Medical Association {JAMA), Reference and User Ser-
vice5 Quarterly (RUSQ), or Tetrahedron Letters builds or reflects the commu- 
nity of physicians, or reference librarians, or organic chemists who read it, 
subscribe to it, and/or publish in it. 
Traditional scholarlyjournals continue to be the single most important 
information source for scientists and social scientists (Tenopir & King, 
2000). Today, journals may still be delivered on paper (in fact, a vast ma- 
jority still use print-on-paper as at least one option), but they may also be 
delivered digitally, either directly from the publisher or through an aggre- 
gator such as LexisNexis, ProQuest, or OCLC. Collection development 
policies for journals now often favor online versions ofjournals over print. 
Digital distribution does not necessarily mean the end of the traditional 
journal, but it does provide many alternatives to journal article delivery. 
Publishers may continue to create theirjournals in issues and merely make 
each issue accessible on the World Wide Web to subscribers (or for free), 
individual articles can be separated from the journal issue and be made 
available in large full text databases that combine articles from many dif- 
ferentjournals, or authors may choose to post their scholarly work directly 
on e-print servers or their own Web page and forgo publishing in ajournal 
altogether. 
Electronic publishing clearly has many advantages for libraries, authors, 
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and readers, including a speedier publishing/distribution cycle, desktop 
delivery, and the possibility of wider distribution. The move towards elec- 
tronicjournals is well underway and, while it will move more slowly for some 
journal titles and some disciplines than others, it is a movement that will 
continue its momentum (Kling & McKim, 2000). 
There are several aspects to this research question, answers to which 
will help publishers, librarians, authors, and readers design the best elec- 
tronic journals for current and future scholars. We need to know if schol-
arlyjournals as we know them contribute more to scholarship and the fur- 
therance of science than separate collections of research articles. If not, 
databases of separate articles with a good search engme may be the best way 
for libraries to provide access to the research literature. If so, the scholarly 
community needs to put pressure on publishers and libraries to continue 
the journal model. 
To understand the consequences of such important collection develop- 
ment decisions, librarians and publishers must understand the contributions 
of a traditional form of ajournal (either in print or digital form). A tradi-
tional journal that provides scholars in a discipline with a regularly issued 
bundled collection of related articles plus substantial nonarticle materials 
such as book reviews, letters-to-the-editor, and an editorial voice includes 
much more material than a database of articles. We need to understand the 
extent to which this additional information is valuable to scholarship. 
Collection development and reference librarians must ask themselves, 
if we have a good search engine and separate collections of articles is this 
sufficient for scholarship? Libraries are canceling subscriptions to print and 
electronic journals in favor of the collection of articles model, often with- 
out asking if it matters to researchers and to research. Many times the col- 
lection of articles model is offered by a third-party aggregator, while the 
journal model comes directly from the primary publisher. Choosing aggre- 
gate models over journal models may, in the long run, cause smaller jour- 
nal publishers to cease publication altogether. 
Perhaps the old model of ajournal is obsolete and new models of sep- 
arate articles distributed through e-print servers, author Web sites, or in 
databases will replace traditional journals. Librarians now have choices and 
their choices will help to define the future. These choices should be based 
on full knowledge of the possible implications of their actions. 
Previous Work 
Models forAccess to Electronic Journal Articles. To understand the need for 
research on these questions, it is necessary to understand the current state 
of electronic journal publishing. Electronic publishing is still in a state of 
development and experimentation, with many different variations concur- 
rently available. Two main models are competing for subscription dollars 
and readers’ attention: 1.the journal model, and 2. the article model. 
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The journal model retains the structure and purpose of a print jour- 
nal, but it is delivered in digital form. It is usually available directly from 
the publisher (either commercial publisher or society publisher) as a Web 
product. The traditional publishing device of issues and volumes may be 
retained or articles may be put up on the electronic version as soon as they 
are ready, without regard to issue numbers. Editorials, letters, and short 
features likely appear with research articles as part of the electronic jour- 
nal and a table of contents leads readers to the material. Subscription fees 
may or may not be charged. All in all, the journal model for electronic 
publishing retains the sense of community, branding, and editorial voice 
of the traditional journal, while taking advantage of what electronic distri- 
bution and formatting offers. Authors and readers approach an electronic 
journal much as they do a printjournal-by recognition of the journal ti- 
tle as being of interest to them without necessarily knowing what specific 
information they will find each time they read it. Browsing is the most com- 
mon method of searching for relevant information and tables of contents 
with links to the articles are key to browsing. Readers tend to stick to a hand- 
ful ofjournals which they consider core to their work. 
The “SuperJournal” research project in the United Kingdom found that 
scientists tend to favor the journal model more than social scientists (Pull- 
inger, 1999;Eason et al., 2000;Pullinger and Baldwin, 2002). So-called “jour- 
nal focused” users look for specific journals, use them to keep up-to-date 
in their field, and log on to an online journal system every time new issues 
of their favored journals are loaded. 
The article model (or “separates” model) is quite different. Aggrega- 
tors (either publishers such as Elsevier Science or second parties such as 
BioOne, LexisNexis, OCLC, or ProQuest) take articles from print or elec- 
tronic journals and make them available in large multititle full text data- 
bases. Readers use a search engine to search for and identify articles of 
interest to them and they read the specific articles out of the context of a 
complete journal. Pullinger (1999)has called these readers “topic-focused” 
if they search for articles without limiting to specific journal titles or “arti- 
cle-focused’’ if they seek to retrieve known articles from a specific journal 
title. Topic-focused readers likely read articles from a much greater variety 
ofjournal titles than do journal-focused or article-focused readers, as found 
by studies conducted by the OhioLink state consortium (Diedrichs, 2001). 
A variation on the article model forgoes the first step of publishing in 
a traditional journal. Authors go directly to an e-print service (such as 
arXiv.org in Physics or NCESTRL in Computer Science) and post their 
research papers on this site or post papers on their own or institutional Web 
site (Pottenger, Callahan, & Padgett, 2001). As with the more traditional 
article model, readers may rely on a search engine to locate individual ar- 
ticles of interest to their research and the articles are read out of the con- 
text of a bundled collection of material that a journal provides. Adoption 
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of e-print servers varies with workfield, with high-energy physicists notable 
early adopters (Kling & McKim, 2000).Alternatively, readers may go directly 
to a known author’s Web site to read separate articles by that author or to 
a university’s collection of faculty articles in a standard format such as that 
promulgated by the Open Archives initiative (Pottenger et al., 2001). 
The Importance of the Journal Model. Research by Amin and Mabe (2000) 
reveals why, in an age that offers both print and electronic publishing, au- 
thors choose a particularjournal in which to publish. The reputation of a 
journal within its discipline and its reach to the scientific community are 
important considerations, in addition to factors such as timeliness and re- 
sponsiveness to authors. These findings echo earlier studies, in a print-only 
world, by Kochen and Tagliacozzo (1974) and King, McDonald, and Roder- 
er (1981).“Prestige” of thejournal is an important characteristic mentioned 
in all of these studies. Clearly authors have long considered the journal as 
a branded bundle, where presence within a high-quality journal title lends 
cache to a research article. 
ISI’s “Journal impact Factors” are another important quality factor for 
authors, editors, and scholars. (See Mabe & Amin [2000] for insights into 
howJournal Inipact Factors are used and misused.) Journal Impact Factors 
cannot exist without the concept of “journal title,” as an impact score is 
calculated for each title in a field based 011 the number of times articles in 
thatjournal are cited, divided by the total number of articles published in 
the journal each year. Many authors seek to publish in journals with high 
impact factors and scientists in some countries are given bonuses when they 
publish in these prestigious journals. 
Much of the research to date has focused on the importance ofjour- 
nal articles to researchers’ work, rather than the importance of an entire 
journal. Exceptions are the periodic studies of the number of personal 
subscriptions held by scientists. In his 1974 book, Meadows examined the 
studies through the early 1970s that discussed personal subscriptions of 
entire journals, concluding that scientists subscribe to major journals they 
read regularly either in their research field or general periodicals like N a -
ture or Science. More recent studies show a decline in the number of jour- 
nals that scientists subscribe to on the average, in direct relationship to the 
increase in journal prices (King & Tenopir, 2001; Tenopir & King, 2000); 
however, the purchase of full-text separate articles by individuals did not 
affect their use of printjournals. 
The number of personal subscriptions has decreased steadily over the 
last Sew decades, as the price of scholarlyjournals has increased. In the past, 
North American scientists subscribed to an average of sixjournals each. By 
the late 1990s this had declined to just over two and the downward trend is 
continuing. (In contrast to the trend, medical faculty in a recent survey still 
maintained an average of 6.3 subscriptions per scientist. Two-thirds of all 
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of their readings are from their personal subscriptions, both electronic and 
print; Tenopir & King, 2001.) As the number of subscriptions goes down, 
scientists rely more on library subscriptions and on separates, from electron- 
ic full text databases, paper reprints from colleagues or authors, interlibrary 
loan, or document delivery services (Tenopir & King, 2000). 
OhioLink, a large library consortium, offers hundreds of scholarlyjour- 
nals to academic libraries across Ohio. They report that many of the jour- 
nal titles provided electronically as separate articles were never subscribed 
to by the libraries that now access them. OhioLink research has found that 
when such journals are available to faculty and students electronically, the 
number ofjournal titles from which they read articles goes up. Beyond those 
journals considered core to a particular subject, if made readily available, 
scientists and students read from a variety of sources (Diedrichs, 2001). 
Recent data from the NorthEast Research Libraries Consortia, however, 
suggests that the amount of reading from titles that libraries do not sub- 
scribe to in print may be less than that found in the OhioLink libraries, with 
a majority of electronic readings coming from journals that the libraries 
already subscribe to (Davis, 2002b). 
What Libraries are Doing. Libraries are spending an increasing amount 
of their overall materials budgets on serials and an increasing amount of 
their serials budgets on electronic journals (http://www.arl.org/scomm/ 
lmbs/lmbs2001 .html; http://www.arl.org/scomm/mellon).Some of these 
are journal model products, such as JSTOR, Project Muse, and Springer- 
Link. Many are article model databases, such as those from ProQuest, Lex- 
isNexis, Ovid, and OCLC. Some combine elements of both, such as Science- 
Direct from Elsevier Science. Since budget constraints do not allow much 
duplication, many libraries are replacing print subscriptions with access to 
electronic journals. Although libraries have always maintained access to 
both journal and article models in print collections (Indexes and Abstracts 
provide access at the article level; journal subscriptions provide access at 
the journal level), electronic collections are more heavily weighted towards 
article models. Some libraries also provide links to e-print servers. The Pre- 
Print Network, created by the Department of Energy, Office of Scientific 
and Technical Information, provides access to many disparate e-print serv- 
ers (http://www.osti.gov/preprint/) . 
Right now, librarians make the choice whether to purchase a journal 
model or article model, as both are widely available. If a library changes 
from ajournal model to an article model for electronic journals, will all of 
the needs of all scholars still be met? Are we, as a recent cover story in Li-
brary Journal suggests, in the midst of a revolution in scholarly publishing 
that means the old models are no longer valid? (Albanese, 2001). Many 
models will be used and tested-only research (and time) will tell what the 
effects will be on authors, readers, libraries, and, ultimately, on scholarship. 
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Research Methods For Studying These Questions 
Studying the potential effects of changes is a challenge and necessarily 
must include an element of forecasting. Past research into preferences or 
journal use can provide some insights into possible methodologies for study- 
ing this phenomenon. Two main methodologes have been used to date: 1. 
surveys to determine preferences of individual scholars, and 2. building pro- 
totype electronic journal systems to measure usage and preferences. 
Tenopir & King (2000,2001) have surveyed nearly 15,000 scientists and 
social scientists since the late 1970s to discover a variety of reading variables, 
including how much they read, characteristics of what they read, what val- 
ue they get from journal articles, and how much time they spend reading. 
Questions in the earlier surveys focused, of course, on reading of print-on- 
paper articles, those from the mid-1990s to the present also include ques- 
tions to differentiate print and electronic journals. Brown (1999) and oth- 
ers have surveyed faculty within their respective universities to find out how 
much they read in electronic journals and their preferences for formats. 
Surveys can create a statistical picture of current habits and, over time, 
a picture of how things change, which can provide a basis for forecasting 
future trends. They can reveal differences in preferences among workfields 
and workplaces. They show how things change (or do not change) over 
time. They can also be used to measure preferences and readers’ percep- 
tions of and desires for the future, so both qualitative and quantitative data 
can be collected. 
Prototype studies focus specifically on electronic journals and can be 
used to test preferences for specific search or design features. They borrow 
methods from both focus group studies and system usability studies. Focus 
group participants can convey preferences and offer ideas for design fea- 
tures. When these features are incorporated into the prototype design, use 
can be observed in a natural or controlled environment. 
Pullinger’s (1999) SuperJournal project is the most recent ambitious 
prototype study; others done in the past include studies by the American 
Chemical Society and BRS. (See discussion in Tenopir, 1984.) Several mea- 
sures can be made in prototype studies, including measures of opinions, 
preferences as measured by use, and other usage patterns within the pro- 
totype system. Both qualitative and quantitative data can be collected as 
users are studied in an experimental setting. 
Research methods for studying issues surrounding the impacts of var- 
ious models for electronic journals include surveys, experiments, and ob- 
servations. These methods yield both quantitative and qualitative data. 
Qualitative data will give a picture of user preferences, opinions, and fore- 
casts of future behavior. Quantitative data provide information on use, us- 
age patterns, and changes under experimental treatment. Together, qual- 
itative and quantitative studies can provide insights into how journals are 
now used and will be used in the future. These insights will help us under- 
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stand the implications of collection development decisions by librarians and 
publishing decisions of both publishers and authors on scholarship. 
QUESTION --ARE -3: INTERMEDIARIES LIBRARIANS 
As INTERMEDIARIES PROCESS-TO THE SEARCH 
STILLNECESSARY AGE?IN A DIGITAL 
why This Question Is Important 
The articles model of electronic journals relies on effective search strat- 
egies entered into reliable online systems. Since the early days of online 
searching in the 1970s, researchers have studied search strateges, first of 
expert searchers and later of novices, and observed the interactions of 
search intermediaries and their clients. These studies have aimed to devel- 
op optimal search strategies and procedures that could be incorporated into 
online systems to make them easier to use and build on the many decades 
of studying how reference librarians interact with library patrons. 
It may seem odd to place a phenomenon that has been studied for so 
long on a list of research topics for the future, but researchers have reached 
the point with this topic that they are able to build on a firm foundation 
and compare future research with an accepted body of research from the 
past. This is not always the case with library and information science re- 
search topics. 
The ultimate goal of many information retrieval system designers is to 
create a system that will be so user friendly and “intelligent” that it can be 
used independently, so users can answer their information needs with a 
minimal amount of assistance. (Drenth et al., 1991).The intermediary may 
not often conduct an entire online search for a user anymore, but even the 
traditional helping roles of the reference librarian are being questioned in 
a digital environment. Many users search online without seeking help from 
a reference librarian and spend many hours on the Web without ever con- 
sidering asking for assistance. 
Even if human assistance is no longer being sought by many users, li- 
brarians need to understand what, if anything, a human intermediary or 
reference librarian contributes to the information search process, which of 
these contributions can be captured in system design, and which must re- 
main an individualized human process. We need to understand which of 
these contributions can lead not only to better systems and better library 
services, but also perhaps to justification for funding librarian services. 
Preuious Work 
The literature review here is not comprehensive, due to the vast quan- 
tities of articles on this and related topics. Several review chapters in the 
Annual h i m  of Information Science and Technology (ARTST) (see, for exam- 
ple, Bates, 1981;Borgman, 1984;Harter & Hert, 1997;Drenth et al., 1991) 
and an early literature review by Fenichel (1980-81) describes in depth 
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related research literature on topics of search strategies, online system eval- 
uation, and expert system design. Lynch (1978) studied the reference in- 
terview process in public libraries in a mostly preonline era, and Bunge 
reviewed the traditional reference interview literature in 1984. The current 
discussion includes only some of the studies that specifically address the 
contributions of the intermediary in the online searching process. 
Seminal Work. Even a limited discussion of this topic must include 
mention of several seminal studies that form the basis for much of the work 
that came after them. Most modern studies of the intermediary-client in- 
teraction point to Taylor, who, in 1968, differentiated between when users 
seek information on their own and when they approach a librarian. Ask- 
ing for assistance usually only occurs late in the search process, and refer- 
ence librarians are skilled at using questions as filters to elicit the informa- 
tion needed to understand an information need. 
Bourne (described in Hawkins, 1982) was one of the first to observe 
strategies of expert online searchers, placing strategies into several broad 
categories. Citation Pearl Growing, Building Blocks, Successive Fractions, 
etc., are now recognized general approaches to searching that have been 
tested and extended by Bates and others (Hawkins, 1982). 
In 1979 Bates developed a set of search tactics that are used to record 
and measure specific steps used in online searches of standard Boolean- 
logic based systems. Soon after, Fidel (1985) empirically developed a set of 
operational and conceptual moves used by intermediary online searchers. 
These specific moves and tactics are still used today to measure search strat- 
egies by both novices and information professionals. Having two accepted 
measurement scales makes research easier to conduct and to compare, so 
much ofthe research on search strategies conducted from the 1980s on uses 
the work of Bates or Fidel. 
Borgman (1989) examined in depth how individual differences and 
human characteristics influence choice of search strateges. Borgman found 
that the time to reach success in computer-related tasks, such as online 
searching, has a much larger variance than in other types of tasks. Techno- 
logically inclined people are able to complete search tasks much more 
quickly than others and have fewer problems with search techniques such 
as Boolean logic. (An entire branch of information science research has 
evolved around the human factors study of the cognitive side of informa- 
tion seekers [see Ingwersen, 1999; Pettigrew, Fidel, & Bruce, 20011; it is 
much too broad to review here.) 
Questioning. The questions asked by both users and intermediaries, and 
how they are asked, have been shown by many researchers over time to be 
a crucial factor in the search process and search success. 
Some early important studies of the human aspects of interaction with 
information systems show why questions are so important. Belkin (1980) 
observed that users approach a system due to a gap in their knowledge. 
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Belkin expressed this as ASK-anomalous states of knowledge-and dem-
onstrated that it is difficult for users to express an information need or ask 
a question when they have such gaps in their knowledge or understanding. 
Human intermediaries may, through the reference interview, help users get 
to the point where the ASK can be resolved, but online systems do not yet 
do this very well (Belkin, 1980; Belkin, Oddy, & Brooks, 1982). 
Information seeking online involves a range of human capabilities, 
including the cognitive, affective, and sensori-motor domains (Nahl & 
Tenopir, 1996; Wang, Hawke, & Tenopir, 2002). All three domains interact 
and influence each other. Most systems and documentation confront only 
the cognitive and sensori-motor domain questions (e.g., how do I conduct 
a search and what button do I push?). Human interaction can better ad- 
dress the affective domain (e.g., will I make a mistake?) than help screens 
or documentation do. The role of each domain has been identified in study- 
ing questions asked during the search process. 
Nahl and Tenopir (1996) and Tenopir, Nahl-Jakobovits, and Howard 
(1991) found that novices ask many questions when they are searching for 
information online, and, when no intermediary is present, most of these 
questions are never verbally expressed. Using the technique of protocol 
analysis, the researchers tape-recorded novice faculty, undergraduates, and 
graduate students while they searched for information in a general inter- 
est full-text periodicals database. Participants were instructed to “think 
aloud” as they proceeded, voicing their internal thoughts. Analysis of the 
transcribed recordings revealed that, on the average, novices had many 
questions per search, an average of eleven moves per search (as measured 
by Fidel’s categories). If a reference librarian had been nearby (or avail- 
able online), at least some of these questions would likely have been asked 
and answered. 
Questions may get verbalized when a human intermediary is present. 
Wu (1992) recorded the many questions asked of intermediaries by search 
clients both in the presearch interview and, more frequently, during the 
search. Although no one session contained all categories of questions, Wu 
observed nine categories of questions (elicitations), including questions 
related to: search terms, search procedures, databases, output, and other 
information services. Both Wu (1992) and Nahl & Tenopir (1996) observed 
a high percentage of reassurance questions (called “echoic” by Wu and 
“rogering” by Nahl & Tenopir)-questions that needed no answer (for 
example, “are you sure?”), but are basically part of the affective side of 
human interaction. 
The interaction between an intermediary and a client can take on 
many dimensions. Spink, Goodrum, and Robins (1998) studied interac- 
tions both in the presearch interview and during the search session. They 
found that intermediaries requested fifteen different types of information 
from their users, including requests for information about search strate- 
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gy and terms, output (relevance), domain knowledge, and database se- 
lection. (Wu, 1992, and Nahl & Tenopir, 1996, examined the other side 
of questioning in this process-the questions posed by end users during 
the search process.) 
Spink et al. (1998) studied interactive feedback between intermediaries 
and academic clients during presearch interviews and online searching ses- 
sions. Data collected and analyzed included videotapes, transcripts, online 
searching logs, and relevance judgments by the users. This gives a good pic-
ture of the various types of interaction that occur between an intermediary 
and a client during a search and shows how rich that interaction can be. Spink 
discovered a total of 885 interactive feedback occurrences in 40 mediated 
online searches, with a mean of 22 per search. She further categorized these 
occurrences into five types: content relevance feedback, term relevance feed- 
back, magnitude feedback (size of output from a query), tactical review feed- 
back (display the search strategy history), and term review feedback. 
White has studied the reference interview over time (1985,1989,1998). 
In her 1998 study she found that the information specialist dominates the 
presearch interview, but both clients and intermediaries tend to ask short- 
answer questions that are mostly focused on the subject, search strategy, the 
service, and the output. The most common types of questions were verifi- 
cation questions (approximately half of all questions). Verification ques- 
tions are similar to the echoing or rogering questions so commonly held 
by users, in that the questioner already knows a supposed answer, asopposed 
to questions that elicit totally new knowledge. 
Several researchers have studied how different types of questions posed 
by reference librarians influence the satisfaction and perceptions of users. 
(See, for example, Auster & Lawton, 1984; Allen, 1988; Dervin & Dewdney, 
1986; Dewdney & Mitchell, 1997; and Radford, 1996.) Findings show that, 
although both open-ended and closed questions are asked during the in- 
terview process, users are more responsive to open-ended questions and 
questions that probe into why something is needed, rather than close end- 
ed or simply factual questions. Spink et al. (1998) observed “complex in- 
teractions” between users and intermediaries throughout a search session. 
Whether the questions are posed by an intermediary to a user or from 
a user to the intermediary (or are merely in the minds of the users), the 
online research process is one in which numerous spoken and unspoken 
elicitations occur. Robins (1998) found that the mediated online search 
process is highly interactive and that intermediaries and users work together 
in a nonlinear interplay both during the presearch interview and during 
the search. The search topic even changes focus on the average approxi- 
mately every seven utterances. Systems today do not yet recognize this im- 
portant interaction. More research is needed on the effect question asking 
and question answering have on the success of online research and on the 
satisfaction levels of users. 
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Most of the studies mentioned above tape-recorded interactions, with 
the researchers working from transcripts of these recordings. Transaction 
log analysis is another method for gaining insights into the searching be- 
havior of novices. Many researchers in the past decade have analyzed the 
transaction logs from searches of library catalogs, commercial online sys- 
tems, or Web search engines. (See for example, Hunter, 1991; Peters, 1989; 
Zink, 1991; Saracevic & Kantor, 1988; and Spink et al., 2001.) Wallace 
(1993), for example, examined transaction logs of the online catalog from 
public access terminals at the University of Colorado libraries. She found 
variability in the amount of use the search aids available on the system. 
Quick search and express search features were used rarely; search history 
and searching other databases were used more extensively. Catalog users 
prefer to search for natural language keywords and then scan lists of titles. 
Information Overload. These studies show that intermediaries help an- 
swer factual questions, provide reassurance to affective questions, and help 
users clarify their information needs. Another role that librarians as in- 
termediaries play is to help users select the best resources and overcome 
information overload. Information seekers today are much more likely to 
find too much on their topic rather than too little because most of our 
online systems are better at locating lots of information than locating only 
the best information. Extensive studies of Web search behavior by Spink, 
Wolfram, &Jansen (2001) found that average users of a Web search en- 
gine enter only a little over one term per search and review only the first 
page or two pages of the results. This either means that the relevance 
ranking algorithm in the Web search engine works so well that the users 
find everything they need on the first screen or, more likely, they are over- 
whelmed by the thought of going beyond twenty or so items and decline 
to delve more deeply. 
Many librarians have called for reference librarians to help end users 
sort through the vast quantities of information to locate the best sources 
for their needs (Hopkins, 1995; Rice, 1989; and Biggs, 1989 for example). 
Hopkins suggests several possible ways this might be accomplished, includ- 
ing quality filtering by ranking by citation counts or citations in review ar- 
ticles, structured guides to the literature that include qualityjudgments, and 
better information literacy instruction. 
Teaching Search Strutegzes. User instruction is another traditional role of 
reference librarians. Many librarians have commented on the increased 
need for instruction with the prevalence of independent end user online 
searching (see for example, Tenopir & Ennis, 1998). Mercado (1999) sur- 
veyed how instruction programs have changed and recommended that li- 
brary users need to be taught not only how to search, but critical thinking 
skills. Beyond the specific techniques of systems, librarians are finding that 
students need to know overall search approaches and how to choose which 
databases to search. 
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Developing search strategies is not a natural skill. Taylor and Penhale 
(1998),for example, found that, even after instruction, students at Earlham 
College still needed librarians to help them devise and refine complicated 
searches. Students may have unrealistic expectations of their searching 
ability and what information they can find on their own. Librarians, through 
instruction and real-time assistance can help inject some reality as well as 
skills (Tenopir & Ennis, 1998). 
Searching is more of an art than a science, however. Saracevic and 
Kantor (1988)studied search strategies used by experienced searchers on 
the same topics. They found much variation in the terms selected for search- 
ing and the search formulations. Critical thinking skills, rather than the one 
best way to search, will help make more independent searchers, but inter- 
mediary assistance can help users think about alternatives. 
&search Methods For Studying These Questions 
Information professionals play many roles in the search process, not 
only that of an intermediary conducting a search for a client. The roles of 
question-answerer, affective reassurer, instructor, presenter of alternatives, 
and quality filter have all been found to be a part of search success. Most 
of the research into these roles and the effect on search success can fit under 
the general heading of “user centered” research. The methods and meth- 
odologies of user-based research are well defined and described by Wang 
(2001). 
Observations, protocol analysis, and transaction logs together provide 
a baseline of mostly qualitative data. In the future, additional observation- 
al studies will build on past research, but observations should be combined 
with experimental techniques. Observational studies generally rely on qual-
itative data and are often described as “preliminary” or “exploratory.” This 
is appropriate when a topic is new, but now that specific factors and behav- 
iors have been observed and measures developed, traditional experimen- 
tal techniques can explicitly test these factors. 
In the future, we need to discover in more depth how search behav- 
iors vary with different intermediary behaviors and with systematically in- 
troduced variations in help screens, real-time online help by librarians, and 
documentation. Similarly, user satisfaction and the effect on the intellec- 
tual output of students and scholars should be measured against the intro- 
duction of different treatments in the mediation process. With such a rich 
baseline of exploratory studies, it is now time to produce more definitive 
experimental work. 
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